
MHA stands for the means and measure of human achievement. Our stakeholders envision a world where young people 
are vested with the skills and resources they need, to achieve the personal, family, and community aspirations they want. 

MHA Labs is a public/private research and development nonprofit designing products 
and services for 21st century skills development. With over 400 schools, organizations 
and workforce programs in its stakeholder base, MHA Labs innovates at the scale and 
diversity needed to turn promising practices into system solutions. 

MHA Labs 21st century skills system focuses on a common set of easy-to-understand 21st century skill targets called  
The Building Blocks. To address cultural and contextual differences, MHA Labs researchers, subject matter experts and 
practitioners isolated the core human success factors deemed most critical for college, career and life success.
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Product Order Form

MHA Building Block Flash Cards
$1.50 per Deck, minimum 10 per order
This is an MHA Labs favorite. These 7 
elegant cards deliver the core MHA skills 
knowledge in a flash card format. Building 
knowledge of the skills is the first priority 
in adopting the MHA learning system. Each 
card is skill and color-coded to quickly 
build your MHA mindset. These portable 
cards can be used by youth, instructors, 
counselors, parents and employers in 
100’s of creative ways. We recommended 
that everyone in your class or program get 
a deck to promote maximum engagement. 
This product is low on cost but not on 
design — Each card is sealed to maintain 
high quality and durability. 

MHA Building Block Keychain Cards
$2.50 per Keychain, minimum 5 per order
This mini-deck of skill cards is becoming a 
quick must-have for users going deep into 
skill-building. This tool allows instructors and 
youth to highlight and target each specific 
skill rather than the entire Building Block. 
One great idea from a Chicago user is the 
rapid feedback session. Each youth picks a 
card and they are given immediate feedback 
and evidence on their skill performance.  

MHA Post-it Planner
$2.75 per Planner
This is the smallest yet most effective 
curriculum design tool we have ever 
used. The mini-poster included in the 
deck illustrates a process for designing, 
implementing and improving lessons 
and program activities. On the back is a 
full color version of the 6 building blocks. 
Included are 25 Post-It® Notes for each 
of the Building Blocks. Of course, we fully 
endorse “unauthorized” post-it ideas. 

See reverse for more products and to place your order



MHA Building Block Poster
$1 per Poster
This one is coming to you by special request from teachers 
and youth workers in Minnesota. Though digital is hot 
and smart boards are the rage, people still like a good 
old fashioned poster. A poster is always there and always 
on. Our team of designers is now working to illustrate the 
Human Achievement story — communicating the Building 
Blocks skills as well as the aspirations that drive them.

MHA Skill Building Block Laminated  “Mini-Posters”
$6.00 per Kit
This kit has 6 brightly colored 11 x 17 laminated mini-
posters of the MHA Labs Skill Building Blocks. The posters 
come in eco-natural cardboard carrying case. Each poster 
is rugged and durable allowing them to be re-purposed 
for use in multiple locations. For example, our urban 
gardening partners can take these out into the field and 
just wash, dry and reuse. Our classroom users are fond 
of using velcro to plug and play them on a skills wall. 
Employers even post them in the break room to remind 
their workers of the skills they value. 

Questions? 
Contact support@mhalabs.org  
or visit mhalabs.org

Introductory prices in support of our movement building partners! 
Email orders to support@mhalabs.org. Fax orders to (312) 896-5609.
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* Shipping & Handling will be added to 
orders once completed.

	 Please	allow	1-2	weeks	for	delivery. 

 Email support@mhalabs.org to request  
a rush order.
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FREE MHA Toolkit!
This FREE toolkit 
includes more than 
45 skill building 
worksheets, checklists 
and training supports. 
Mix and match to 
create your own 
custom skill-building 
program.

Visit mhalabs.org  
to download
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